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Photography and Journalism forum is one of the active forums functioning under the 

department of Mass Communication and Journalism. The Photography forum is established 

with the objective of providing theoretical knowledge about Journalism and Photography. 

In the year 2017-18 we have taken 22 Classes. We handled 5 practical outdoor sessions for 

45 Students. 

We have organized a guest Talk by G.S Kumar, senior correspondent in Times of India 

newspaper, Bangalore about “Carrier Opportunities in Media”.  Sanal Nair Assistant 

Producer ETV Channel Vio.com Network interacted with the Students and he spoke on 

Media and today.  

Srinivasa Pejathaya, Lecturer, Dept of P.G studies in Mass Communication and Journalism 

has handled forum class about camera handling, script writings, and Pre and Post 

Production techniques. 

Dr. Krishna Mohan renowned photographer handled 3 indoor and 4 outdoor classes about 

camera handling, lightings, lenses, and camera effects  

Ms. Shameera beluvai ETV news anchor gave a speech on “Anchoring techniques “students 

themselves prepared a script and present it in systemic way  

Mr. Chengappa AD , chairman Addya Marketing production Bangalore , handled the class 

about advertisement making , Marketing techniques 

Journalism staff had taken the class on Script writing for different media, basic terms of 

photography minds of photography, technical aspects of ISO, shutter speed and handling 

camera for different situation in briefly. 

Krishna Prasad handled the class about product launch. Students were divided into different 

groups and they had to prepare a new product and find innovative ways to launch and 

promote them   

“ Movie Analysis “ here “dhanak” Movie has shown students were analyze a movie  and 

what were the aspects that had to be kept in mind while analyzing a movie .  

Handled the class about how to edit a video and uses of different tools in the software. 

Students got a chance to edit some of the video using “Premier Pro” which gave them an 

experience in editing. 

Taken a activity on “ Photo Editing” In this students got an idea about how to edit an image 

and what are the aspects that has to be kept in mind before editing an image .  
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